
Status 3, 4, 8 - Comments: 
3065: EU: Project of interest but needs to be rewritten with more technical details; 
3074: EU: rewrite resubmit; 
3097: EU: Innovative project of economical interest with safety aspect but needs to be rewritten 
with 
more details about the way of applications and to be presented with EU industrial collaborators.; 
3098: EU: Project is worth to be funded with enlarged team of EU collaborators; 
3106: EU: No evauation at this stage; collaboration with European participants is rather weak and 
doubts 
about the economic interest; 
3108: EU: collaborators non industrials.  Co-funding possible with european industrial 
collaborators to be found by Institute 
Possible contacts :  Dr robert Terörde -Strijkviertel 67 - 3454 PK De Meeern - The Netherlands 
DSM Research -Fr Henk Oevering -Posjtbus 18 - 6160 MD Geleen -The Netherland Future 
Carban GmbH -Ft -Dr Ulrich Storr - Gottlieb-Keim str 60 - D-95448 Bayreuth - Germany 
3109: EU: Interesting project with economic perspectives but needs collaborators from eu 
ndustry. 
3115: EU: interesting project with industrial and economic aspects but improvment is needed. 
Needs of 
collaboration from industry from EU . To be rewritten.; 
3120: EU: European collaborators not yet convincing of involvement in the project. Before further 
consideration for funding: to find other European collaborators. To introduce proposals technical 
applications while 
reducing budget.; 
3130: EU: Interesting project with economical potential. Should be reorganised and rewritten with 
European industrial collaborators.; 
3131: EU: To be rewritten by taking in account state of art, market applications etc. Look for EU 
industrial collaborators.; 
3136: EU: project of importance but needs to be improved by justifying the technical choices. 
Partnership 
or financial participation by collaborators should be explored.; 
3160: EU: Potential interest but without information about the realisation of such a system. No 
industrial 
collaborators. To be resubmitted with more details about realisation and with EU industrial 
collaborators.; 
3162: EU: Project of technical and economical interest that needs to be rewritten in association 
with 
industrial collaborators, taking in view the market. 
3163: EU: The project needs to be improved with EU collaborators of industry in the field of 
composites. 
3186: EU: Interesting project but project must be restructured. By reducing the number of 
partners, with 
better coordination, by presenting what would be the tasks. There should be more European 
collaborators from 
industry. 
3188: EU: rewrite with more details; 
3189: EU: Co-financing by EU collaborators and by other parties required for further EU 
consideration. 
3195: EU: Co-financing by EU collaborators and by other parties required for further EU 
consideration. 
3204: EU: Interesting project but needs collaborator from industry before further consideration; 
3209: US: R&R paragraph: the proposal was judged eligible for R&R. However, there is no 
guarantee as regards 
future possible funding. Authors need to work together with the collaborator(s) to revise and 
resubmit this proposal 



They need to answer the questions raised by the reviewers thoroughly. In particular, the English 
needs to be 
improved. Once this proposal is revised, it will be considered again. 
3215: EU: Interesting economical project that needs European industrial collaborators that could 
also 
involve themselves in co-funding; 
3221: EU: Possible interesting project that must be reviewed and resubmitted by implying 
European 
industrial colloborators. To include corrosion testing in the project and reduce the staff. Schedule 
to be improved 
also.; 
3226: EU: No justification of technical choices and no comparison with other technologies; 
3234: EU: Interesting project that needs collaborators from research agency or from industry 
before 
further consideration; 
3249: EU: interesting subject but needs more collaborators from europe, specially from industrial 
sector 
before further consideration; 
3250: EU: Actual subject but the proposal is too much ambitious and without collaborators from 
industry. 
To rewrite with industrial collaborators and to resubmit. ; 
3258: EU: Co-financing by EU collaborators and by other parties required for further EU 
consideration. 
3263: EU: Needs to be rewritten with more detailed information about how to reach the goals and 
with 
explaination of technicals choices. Find industrial collaborators 
3282: EU: rewrite resubmit; 
3285: EU: The proposal is badly prepared, there is a considerable number of animal tests 
involved, which 
is lacking the proof with European testing standards, could be resubmitted with improved 
preparation; 
3286: EU: rewrite resubmit; 
3290: EU: The subject is relevant. The description of the project should be improved by 
considering the 
progress in Western Europe.; 
3296: EU: Relevant project whose redaction must be improved in collaboration with more 
European 
partners. Particularly with industrialists implied with interest on potential application. Links with 
European research 
should be established through FP6 NMP "INMAR" project.; 
3307: EU:  Co-financing required for further EU consideration; 
3310: EU:  Co-financing required for further EU consideration; 
3317: EU:  there is no european industrial collaborator . Such collaborqtor should involve in co-
funding. 
3333: EU: Relevant subject but no real workplan. Need of detailed milestones and quantified 
output. 
Market output is not convincing, to be improved. Presence of European industrial or commercial 
collaborators is 
necessary before further consideration; 
3335: EU:  co-funding possible with european collaborators like end-users (supplier or operators 
of water treatment plants ).   
3339: EU:  project  that should be co-funded with european collaborators who would be helpfull 
for commercialization 
3345: EU: relevant project to be modified in collaboration with more European partners. 
Particularly with 



industrialists implied with potential application in order to have realistic market approach; other 
techniques more 
suitable for industrial processes should be linked to the project.; 
3348: EU:  The subject is relevant, but the quality of the proposal has to be improved 
3372: EU:  project that should be improved and have industrial collaborators from the field of 
satellites  (Alcatel, Astrium …), aircrafts or railway construction ( Altom, Siemens, …. ).  
Improvement of the project should consist in : 
- real presentation of scientific or technical originality 
- presentation of technical outputs 
- experimental part for validation of numerical simulation should be added 
3379: EU:  The proposal is scientifically excellent but needs some improvements in terms of the 
European partnership 
3416: EU:  Co-funding by EU collaborators is required for further collaboration 
3427: EU:  find european collaborators before  further consideration.  Possibility with Universidad 
Politecnica de Madrid Professor Velarde gvelarde@denim.upm.es 
3452: EU:  Co-funding is required for further collaboration 
3527: US:  Contingent upon finding U.S. collaborator 
3556: EU:  Good project  with commercial value that could be co-funded with european 
collaborators that  should commit themself in co-funding or in partnership 
3593: EU:  Co-financing by EU collaborators and by other parties required for further EU 
consideration. 
GE-126: EU:  Possible co-funding with US. 


